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MCX 

Gold 50594 -310 -0.61% 

Silver 59504 -1144 -1.89% 

        

Aluminium 208.90 -8.20 -3.78% 

Copper 695.95 -34.45 -4.72% 

Lead 186.70 -0.50 -0.27% 

Nickel 2056.80 -85.70 -4.00% 

Zinc 310.60 -6.20 -1.96% 

        

Crude Oil 8222 -129.00 -1.54% 

Naturalgas 494.80 -43.50 -8.08% 

        

Bulldex 14253 -140 -0.97% 

Metldex 17963 -522 -2.82% 

 

 

 

Base Metals Closed Mostly with Losses as Overseas Consumption 
Expectation Collapsed 
SHFE and LME base metals closed mostly with losses as overseas 

consumption expectation collapsed. US manufacturing PMI falls to a 

two-year low, and the demand deteriorates significantly; Germany 

and France PMI growth slowed sharply and the UK PMI showed signs 

of stagnation. In addition, US Fed Chair Powell delivered even 

hawkish stance on hiking interest rate to curb the inflation. On the 

macro front, the data released yesterday showed that the initial PMI 

of the Markit manufacturing industry in the US in June was 

significantly lower than expected, hitting a 23-month low.  

Major Indices 

Dow Jones 30,677.00 195 0.64% 

Nasdaq 11,845.00 106 0.91% 

DAX 12,912.00 -231 -1.76% 

CAC  5,883.00 -33 -0.56% 

FTSE 7,020.00 -68 -0.97% 

Nifty 15,652.00 95 0.61% 

Sensex 52,621.00 355 0.68% 

Dollar index 104.05 -0.132 -0.13% 

US 10Y Treasury 3.096 0.026 0.86% 

 

24 June 2022 

Sources: Investing.com, Businessline, Mining.com, Bloomberg, Reuters etc 

Gold slips on dollar gains as Powell doubles down on policy 
tightening 
Gold gave up initial gains and edged lower on Thursday as the dollar 
regained momentum after U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome 
Powell doubled down on the central bank’s policy tightening aimed at 
taming inflation. After Powell said the Fed’s commitment to curbing 
inflation was “unconditional”, the dollar index resumed its uptick, 
dimming gold’s appeal. Gold is being pressured by the aggressive 
nature of the Fed’s tightening strategy, with the dollar gains also an 
impediment. Meanwhile, U.S. yields fell to their lowest in almost two 
weeks, while fears about an economic slowdown continued to mount 
as Powell indicated that the Fed’s fight against inflation may come at 
the cost of rising unemployment. 
 
 
Oil prices rise on tight supply, inventory uncertainty 
Oil prices rose slightly in early Asian trade on Friday as nations seek to 
address global crude oil and fuel supply tightness. OPEC and allied 
producing countries including Russia will likely stick to a plan for 
accelerated output increases in August in hopes of easing crude 
prices and inflation as U.S. President Joe Biden plans to visit Saudi 
Arabia. Major U.S. oil refiners and Energy Secretary Jennifer 
Granholm emerged from an emergency meeting over the issue with 
no concrete solutions to reduce prices. Official weekly estimates for 
U.S. oil inventories were scheduled to be released on Thursday but 
technical problems will delay those figures until next week, the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration said, without giving a specific 
timeline. 
 

Rupee recovers from record low, opens 12 paise up at 78.20 versus US dollar 
Recovering from its record low, the rupee opened 12 paise up at 78.20 against the US dollar on Friday, tracking a pullback in 
crude oil prices. At the interbank foreign exchange, the rupee opened at 78.20 against the American dollar. In initial trade, the 
local currency witnessed a high of 78.19 and a low of 78.24 against the US dollar. Meanwhile, the dollar index, which gauges 
the greenback's strength against a basket of six currencies, was trading 0.16 per cent lower at 104.26. Global oil benchmark 
Brent crude futures fell 0.21 per cent to USD 109.82 per barrel. 
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NCDEX Support and Resistance 
Symbol Expiry Date S2 S1 Pivot Point R1 R2 

CASTOR 20-Jun-22 7389 7373 7391 7423 7441 

COCUDAKL 20-Jun-22 2773 2791 2805 2814 2828 

DHANIYA 20-Jun-22 10985 11133 11231 11311 11409 

GUARGUM 20-Jun-22 10645 10687 10728 10782 10823 

GUARSEED 20-Jun-22 5580 5614 5644 5671 5701 

JEERA 20-Jun-22 20832 21028 21127 21203 21302 

RM SEED 18-Feb-22 8241 8241 8241 8241 8241 

SOYABEAN 20-Apr-22 7850 7850 7850 7850 7850 

SOYA OIL 17-Mar-22 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 

TURMERIC 20-Jun-22 7753 7853 7909 7945 8001 

 

MCX Support and Resistance 

Symbol 
Expiry 
Date 

S2 S1 Pivot Point R1 R2 

GOLD 5-Aug-22 50238 50416 50738 50916 51238 

GOLD MINI 5-Jul-22 50298 50453 50730 50885 51162 

GOLDGUINEA 30-Jun-22 40169 40281 40470 40582 40771 

GOLD PETAL 30-Jun-22 5000 5015 5038 5053 5076 

SILVER 5-Jul-22 58681 59093 59855 60267 61029 

SILVER MINI 30-Jun-22 58941 59387 60156 60602 61371 

SILVER MICRA 30-Jun-22 58791 59331 60155 60695 61519 

ALUMINIUM 30-Jun-22 203.3 206.1 211.3 214.1 219.2 

COPPER 30-Jun-22 675.2 685.6 705.4 715.8 735.6 

LEAD 30-Jun-22 185.1 185.9 186.8 187.6 188.5 

NICKEL 30-Jun-22 2057 2057 2057 2057 2057 

ZINC 30-Jun-22 301.8 306.2 311.9 316.3 322.0 

CRUDEOIL 19-Jul-22 7931 8076 8230 8375 8529 

NATURALGAS 27-Jun-22 451.1 473.0 504.4 526.3 557.7 

MCXBULLDEX 24-Jun-22 14128 14191 14300 14363 14472 

MCXMETLDEX 20-Jul-22 5988 11975 5988 11975 5988 

COTTON 30-Jun-22 42863 43527 44463 45127 46063 

CPO 29-Apr-22 531 1062 531 1062 531 

MENTHAOIL 30-Jun-22 1006 1012 1018 1023 1029 

RUBBER 30-Jun-22 23733 11867 5933 11867 5933 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Key levels for MCX and NCDEX  
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In the daily chart of MCX Gold Aug we can see it taking support at 50500 levels, prices may trade negative breaking 
the support. So one can Sell MCX Gold Aug in the range of 50500-50550 for the target of 50000-49800 with the 
stoploss of 50700. 

 

Economic Events  
Country Currency Time(IST) Economic Events for the day Previous Forecast Actual Impact 

Eurozone Euro 1:30 PM German ifo Business Climate 93 92.8 - Medium 

US USD 7:30 PM Revised UoM Consumer Sentiment 50.2 50.2 - Medium 

 

Technical View 



 

 
 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The information and opinions contained herein have been compiled or arrived at based on the information obtained in good faith from sources believed to be 
reliable. Such information has not been independently verified and no guaranty, representation of warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy 
completeness or correctness.  

This document is for information purposes only. This report is based on information that we consider reliable; we do not represent that it is accurate or complete 
and one should exercise due caution while acting on it.  Description of any company(ies) or its/their securities mentioned herein are not complete and this 
document is not and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments. Past performance 
is not a guide for future performance, future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of original capital may occur. All opinions, projections and estimates constitute 
the judgment of the author as on the date of the report and these, plus any other information contained in the report, are subject to change without notice. 
Prices and availability of financial instruments are also subject to change without notice. This report is intended for distribution to institutional investors. 

This report is not directed to or intended for display, downloading, printing, reproducing or for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or 
resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, reproduction, availability or use would be contrary 
to law or regulation or what would subject to SSSIL or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. If this report is 
inadvertently sent or has reached any individual in such country, especially USA, the same may be ignored and brought to the attention of the sender. Neither 
this document nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States (to U.S. persons), Canada, or Japan or distributed, directly or indirectly, in 
the United States or Canada or distributed or redistributed in Japan or to any resident thereof. Any unauthorized use, duplication, redistribution or disclosure 
of this report including, but not limited to, redistribution by electronic mail, posting of the report on a website or page, and/or providing to a third party a link, 
is prohibited by law and will result in prosecution. The information contained in the report is intended solely for the recipient and may not be further distributed 
by the recipient to any third party.  

SSSIL generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts, and members of their households from maintaining a financial interest in the securities or 
derivatives of any companies that the analysts cover. Additionally, SSSIL generally prohibits its analysts and persons reporting to analysts from serving as an 
officer, director, or advisory board member of any companies that they cover. Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals or affiliates may provide oral 
or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed herein. Our proprietary 
trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. The views expressed in this 
research report reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) about the subject securities or issues and no part of the compensation of the research analyst(s) was, 
is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations and views expressed by research analyst(s) in this report. The compensation of the 
analyst who prepared this document is determined exclusively by SSSIL; however, compensation may relate to the revenues of the Systematix Group as a whole, 
of which investment banking, sales and trading are a part. Research analysts and sales persons of SSSIL may provide important inputs to its affiliated 
company(ies). 

Foreign currencies denominated securities, wherever mentioned, are subject to exchange rate fluctuations which could have an adverse effect on their value or 
price or the income derived from them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of which are influenced by foreign currencies, effectively 
assume currency risk. SSSIL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained 
due to the investments made or any action taken on the basis of this report including but not restricted to fluctuation in the prices of shares and bonds, changes 
in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or income, etc. 

SSSIL and its affiliates, officers, directors, and employees subject to the information given in the disclosures may: (a) from time to time, have long or short 
positions in, and buy or sell, the securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and 
earn brokerage or other compensation (financial interest) or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company (ies) discussed herein or act as 
advisor or lender / borrower to such company (ies) or have other potential material conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related 
information and opinions. The views expressed are those of the analyst and the company may or may not subscribe to the views expressed therein.  

SSSIL, its affiliates and any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, 
accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no 
event shall SSSIL, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information have any liability for any damages of 
any kind. The company accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties. The report may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, 
websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to website material of the company, the company has not reviewed the linked site. Accessing such 
website or following such link through the report or the website of the company shall be at your own risk and the company shall have no liability arising out of, 
or in connection with, any such referenced website.  

SSSIL will not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any technical glitch to present the data. In no event 
shall SSSIL be liable for any damages, including without limitation, direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in 
connection with the data presented by SSSIL through this presentation. 

SSSIL or any of its other group companies or associates will not be responsible for any decisions taken on the basis of this report. Investors are advised to 
consult their investment and tax consultants before taking any investment decisions based on this report. 

 

Systematix Shares and Stocks (India) Limited:  
Registered and Corporate address: The Capital, A-wing, No. 603 – 606, 6th Floor, Plot No. C-70, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai 
– 400 051 
CIN : U65993MH1995PLC268414| BSE SEBI Reg. No.: INZ000171134 (Member Code: 182) | NSE SEBI Reg. No.: INZ000171134 (Member Code: 11327) 
| MCX SEBI Reg. No.: INZ000171134 (Member Code: 56625) | NCDEX SEBI Reg. No.: INZ000171134 (Member Code: 1281) | Depository Participant 
SEBI Reg. No.: IN-DP-CDSL-246-2004 (DP Id: 34600) | PMS SEBI Reg. No.: INP000002692 | Research Analyst SEBI Reg. No.: INH200000840 | Investment 
Advisor SEBI Reg. No. INA000010414| AMFI : ARN – 64917 
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